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Highlights

• A framework for spatio–temporal modeling of protein dynamics over brain networks from
short term imaging data is proposed (GPPM–DS).

• GPPM–DS enables the investigation of bio–mechanical hypotheses governing disease pro-
gression via Bayesian model comparison.

• GPPM–DS provides new insights on the mechanisms of amyloid deposition in Alzheimer’s
disease, indicating the ”Accumulation–Clearance–Propagation” model as the best suited
dynamical system for interpretation of amyloid dynamics.

• GPPM–DS achieves accurate predictions of individual protein deposition in unseen data
and provides plausible simulations of protein propagation.

Abstract

We introduce a theoretical framework for estimating, comparing and interpreting mechanistic hypotheses
on long term protein propagation across brain networks in neurodegenerative disorders (ND). The model
is expressed within a Bayesian non–parametric regression setting, where mechanisms of protein dynam-
ics are inferred by means of gradient matching on dynamical systems (DS). The Bayesian formalism,
combined with stochastic variational inference, naturally allows for model comparison via assessment
of model evidence, while providing uncertainty quantification of causal relationship underlying protein
progressions. When applied to in–vivo AV45-PET brain imaging data measuring topographic amyloid
deposition in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), our model identified the mechanisms of accumulation, clear-
ance and propagation as the best suited DS for bio–mechanical description of amyloid dynamics in AD,
enabling realistic and accurate personalized simulation of amyloidosis.
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1 Introduction

It is common hypothesis that while under normal conditions an efficient clearance process al-
lows the brain to control the accumulation of toxic misfolded proteins, in neurodegenerative
disorders (ND) the equilibrium between accumulation and clearance is broken [1]. In this case,
misfolded proteins may aggregate in plaques, eventually propagating between regions, leading
to cellular dysfunction, disruption of synaptic connections, and neuronal loss [2]. Despite the
involvement of distinct proteins in different ND, the process of protein misfolding is thought to
remain similar, although still not completely understood [3, 4]: proteins aggregates could self–
propagate and subsequentially spread the pathology between cells and tissues along pathways
largely overlapping with functional or structural brain networks [5, 6, 7].

While a comprehensive model describing protein dynamics on the whole brain and along
the whole span of the diseases is still missing, the current dominant paradigm for the study of
proteinopathies in–vivo consists in associations analysis. For example, the relationship between
pathological states and protein burden in the brain is usually quantified by means of correlation
or regression models [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Nevertheless, findings issued from these studies shed
rather limited insights about the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying the observations.

Orthogonal analysis paradigms are based on simulations, and have been proposed to inves-
tigate the dynamics of disease progression from a mechanistic point of view. The ambition of
these approaches consists in discerning the generative spatio–temporal physical processes un-
derlying the observations. These models thus offer the possibility to investigate the pathology
from a causal perspective formalized through bio–mechanical relationships among observations
[14, 15]. For example, a variety of generative models based on dynamical systems (DS) has
been proposed for describing the kinetics governing the dynamical processes of accumulation,
clearance and propagation of proteins [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. DS define protein kinetics through
(typically very large) systems of non–linear differential equations (ODE) which encode the un-
derlying bio–mechanical processes in a set of kinetic parameters governing the system. Many DS
models define the propagation dynamics through diffusion equations [16, 18, 20]. This modelling
choice allows to reduce the number of parameters to be estimated, but comes at the expenses
of an oversimplification of the dynamics governing the dynamical processes of protein propaga-
tion. Indeed, while the pathological kinetics may be assimilated to diffusive processes in short
term observations, the long term evolution of NDs are unlikely to have diffusive properties. For
example, the asymptotically constant behaviour of NDs may not be described by the stationary
and constant rate of change specified by diffusion equations. With the aim of overcoming this
drawback, more recent works describe the processes of protein misfolding by combining classical
population dynamics equations with anisotropic diffusion to describe constant and simultaneous
propagation and aggregation [21], or by developing DS with protein concentration-dependent
effects [34].

Prediction and personalisation stem naturally from the ordinary differential equation struc-
ture of DS, which allows extrapolation from known initial conditions and prescribed kinetic
parameters. When studying brain protein measurements in–vivo, the possibility of comparing
models issued from different DS is of paramount importance for investigating the bio–mechanical
hypotheses underlying disease progression. This is a crucial aspect, for observational data can
be equally well described by conceptually different mechanistic hypotheses, and is especially
important in the clinical setting, when direct intervention on the brain system is ultimately not
possible. Unfortunately, since DS are usually identified by a large number of kinetic parameters
and different relationship across variables, a consistent theoretical framework for DS comparison
is often missing.

Another source of complexity in the modeling of protein propagation in–vivo arises from the
lack of a precise definition of the time axis, thus preventing models of disease dynamics to repro-
duce patterns of protein propagation compatible across the entire history of ND. A well–defined
temporal reference is indeed not available in typical longitudinal data sets of ND: the patient’s
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time of onset is generally unknown, while the rate of pathological progression is highly variable
across individuals. Moreover, ND are commonly studied through observational studies focusing
on specific clinical stages, collecting individual measurements over a limited time–span, result-
ing in few time–points collected for each subject. To overcome the problem of modeling short
term measurements with undefined temporal reference, several data–driven disease progression
models (DPM) have been proposed [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29], based on the concept of self–
modeling regression [30]. These approaches allow to reconstruct biomarkers trajectories along
an ideal long term disease progression by optimally “stitching” together short term individual
measurements. Each subject is then characterized by specific time parameters quantifying their
pathological stage with respect to the estimated long term group–wise evolution. These models
provide a description of temporal progression across biomarkers, usually expressed in terms of
regression curves, or event orderings, without however elucidating the kinetics and relationships
across them. This aspect indicates a limited ability of DPM in providing an understanding of
the pathological mechanisms.

To date, no modeling framework allows inference and comparison of mechanistic hypotheses
of protein processes across the long term evolution of ND. The problem is challenging since it
requires to simultaneously account for short term observations to reconstruct the long term dis-
ease progression, and to estimate the kinetic parameters specified by high dimensional dynamical
systems.

In this study we tackle this issue by formulating Gaussian process progression modeling
for dynamical systems (GPPM–DS): a framework for specifying hypothetical models of protein
dynamics, fitting them to the data and comparing their evidence through Bayesian model com-
parison. As a result, we can identify the most plausible dynamics underlying the measurements,
and provide an interpretable model of the potential causal relationship across variables. This
framework enables to formalize and test novel hypotheses on disease dynamics, and to challenge
them against alternative ones. This idea introduces a paradigm shift in the analysis of neurode-
generation in neuroimaging data analogous to the one brought by Dynamic Causal Modeling
[31] for the hypothesis–driven analysis in functional neuroimaging. Compared to this latter
framework, here we tackle the additional problem of the lack of a well–defined time axis for the
pathology, and present a completely novel theoretical framework for scalable inference.

Overall, in this work we provide a framework for i) testing hypothesis–driven models of
protein dynamics against longitudinal data, ii) simulating protein propagation along the whole
disease progression time span, and iii) predicting individual protein deposition in unseen data.
We test GPPM–DS on a variety of synthetic data and evaluate its performances in estimating
protein evolution as well as kinetic and individual time parameters, for each proposed DS, as
compared to standard DPM based on monotonic constraints [27]. Results on synthetic data can
be found in the Supplementary Material.

We then demonstrate GPPM–DS on the modeling of the evolution of cerebral amyloid protein
accumulation from AV45–PET data of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) subjects from the ADNI data
set. We show that GPPM–DS identifies the non–linear process of accumulation, clearance and
propagation as the best suited DS for bio–mechanical description of amyloid dynamics.

2 Methods

GPPM–DS is described as a Bayesian non–parametric constrained regression problem (Section
2.1), where constraints are imposed on the dynamics of protein evolution and are given by a
DS for protein dynamics (Section 2.2), while the long term data are reconstructed from short
term observation by using time reparametrization techniques typical of the DPM framework.
Bayesian inference techniques are used to solve the GPPM–DS problem (Section 2.3). Specifi-
cally, we determine a lower bound for the generally intractable model posterior. We resort to
optimizing an approximation of the marginal function, and imposing sparsity constraints on the
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model parameters. Efficient optimisation is performed through stochastic gradient descent via
backpropagation and mini–batch optimisation.

2.1 Bayesian non–parametric constrained regression framework

Let us assume to have S subjects (s = 1, ..., S), each one with associated measurements of
protein concentrations Ys, at different brain regions and at different time–points over a short
term time span ts = {ts1, ..., tsT s}, where T s denotes the total number of measurements for a
given subject s. We then assume that each individual measurement is obtained with respect to
an absolute time–frame τ through a function t = gs(τ) modeling the time–reparameterization
with respect to the common group–wise evolution. This means assuming that the short term
time–points are obtained through reparametrization of some unknown time–points τ sk ∈ I ⊆ R
over a long term span, such that:

gs : I → Js ⊂ I
τ sk 7→ tsk = gs(τ sk).

(1)

Finally, we assume that the measurements Ys are realizations of an unknown group–wise process
f , describing the temporal evolution of protein concentrations. According to these assumptions,
we model the observations Ys via mixed–effect regression with time reparametrization:

Ys(gs(τ)) = f(gs(τ)) + νs(gs(τ)) + ε. (2)

A variety of models has been proposed to tackle this kind of regression problem, either via
parametric or non–parametric techniques. Here we use GP Progression Model [27], which is a
non–parametric Bayesian DPM describing f as a Gaussian process (GP), and gs as a translation
parameterized by an individual time–shift: gs(τ sk) = tsk + ds. Finally, νs are assumed to be
Gaussian random effects N (0, φs).

We introduce constraints on the dynamics of the model, enforcing the concentrations’ evo-
lution to a general DS, governed by a functional Hθ, which depends on M kinetics parameters
{θi}Mm=1 = θ. This means specifying a family of admissible functions whose derivatives evaluated
at points t satisfy the DS:

H = {f(t) : ḟ(t) = Hθ(f(t), t)}. (3)

The GPPM–DS model is finally described as equation (2) subject to constraints (3).

2.2 Dynamical systems for modeling misfolded proteins

We introduce three different DS accounting for protein dynamics: i) diffusion (Diff): a purely dif-
fusive model of constant propagation, based on the work presented in [16]; ii) reaction–diffusion
(RD): a model where aggregation and propagation of proteins are simultaneous, constant and
opposite, and the total process eventually reaches a plateau, to reproduce the DS proposed by
[21]; and iii) accumulation clearance and propagation (ACP): a model where propagation is trig-
gered when the aggregation saturates, and then both aggregation and propagation eventually
reach a plateau [34]. The three chosen models offer a range of varying complexity in terms
of understanding of the underlying pathology: from the simplest one (Diff), which allows to
estimate purely diffusive effects of an hypothetical constant propagation of proteins, to the most
complex (ACP), which incorporates the effects of multivariate propagation, aggregation satura-
tion and clearance. In this context, the ACP model is related to the highest range of parameters
describing protein propagation, and so potentially offers the highest capacity in describing the
pathological progression. We aim at identifying, amongst these three models, the one that best
explain the dynamics of the data, while at the same time accounting for model complexity.
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Here we consider the brain as a system of N interconnected regions, where each region i
(i = 1, ..., N) is characterized by its concentration of proteins fi(τ) along the whole long term
time interval I. We describe the network of brain connections as a graph, whose adjacency
matrix is denoted by A, its degree matrix by D, and the corresponding Laplacian matrix by
H = D − A. In the following, � denotes the Hadamard product between either matrices or
vectors.

The three DS are defined as follows:

Diff : ḟ(τ) = HθD
(f(τ), τ) (4)

= (A�KθD
)Hf(τ).

Here the matrix KθD
encodes region–wise, constant rates of protein propagation across adjacent

regions and is described as (KθD
)ij = kij , where kij is the (symmetrical) rate of propagation

between regions i and j. The Diff model is linear and produces patterns of protein concentration
that accumulate indefinitely over time. The set of kinetic parameters for the Diff model is
θD = (kij).

RD : ḟ(t) = HθRD
(f(τ), τ) (5)

= (A�KθRD
)Hf(τ) +RθRD

f(τ)� (υ − f(τ)).

This model includes both propagation and aggregation mechanisms, which are constant and
simultaneous. We assume that no aggregation nor propagation occur in healthy conditions, while
protein plaques aggregation develops when the accumulation–clearance equilibrium breaks. The
model is comprised of two terms: a standard diffusion term (A�KθRD

)Hf(τ) for describing
constant protein propagation (see above) and a reaction termRθRD

f(t)�(υ−f(τ)) for describing
protein aggregation. The second term balances constant propagation with a constant aggregation
term encoded by the matrix RθRD

= ktI, where kt is the rate of total aggregation and is
constant across regions. This term eventually reaches a plateau when protein concentration get
to a maximal concentration threshold υ. This equation is known as the Fisher–Kolmogorov
equation [39]. The set of kinetic parameters for the RD model is θRD = (kij , kt,υ).

ACP : ḟ(τ) = HθACP
(f(τ), τ) (6)

= (A�KθACP
(f , τ))Hf(τ) +RθACP

(f , τ)f(τ)

The ACP model describes the three processes of accumulation, clearance and propagation of
proteins allowing for non–constant effects. We assume again no aggregation nor propagation
to occur in healthy conditions, and aggregation to develop when the accumulation–clearance
equilibrium breaks. The propagation term KθACP

is concentration–dependent: the toxic protein
concentration in each region saturates when reaching a first critical threshold γ = (γ1, ..., γN ),
and subsequently triggers propagation towards the connected regions. Propagation also reaches
a plateaus when passing a second critical threshold η = (η1, ..., ηN ). This can be modeled
by setting (KθACP

)ij = kijACP
(f(τ),γ,η), where kijACP

are sigmoid functions of the constant
propagation rates kij

kijACP
(fj(τ), γj , ηj) =

kij(
1 + e−l1(fj(τ)−γj)

) (
1 + el2(fj(τ)−ηj)

) . (7)

For the aggregation term RθACP
, we hypothesize a similar concentration–dependent threshold

above which the total aggregation process reaches a plateau. In this context, (RθACP
)ij is

re–written as

(RθACP
)ij =

{
ktACP (f(τ),η) if i = j

0 otherwise;
(8)
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where

ktACP (fi(τ), ηi) =
kt

1 + el2(fi(τ)−ηi)
. (9)

The key difference with the previous RD model, is that the ACP model does not assume aggre-
gation and propagation to be simultaneous nor constant, but rather hypothesizes the existence
of critical values of protein concentrations, different for each region, at which the regional con-
centrations saturate and subsequently trigger propagation. The set of kinetic parameters for the
ACP model is θACP = (kij , kt,γ,η).

Figure 1 shows examples of Diff, RD and ACP models with varying key parameters on a
toy data set of N = 3 synthetic brain regions. In Figure 1A), for the linear Diff model, the
highest the rates of propagation kij , the fastest the proteins travel amongst the simulated brain
regions, whose protein concentration tend to balance over time. Figure 1B)-C) show trajectories
obtained by varying the kik (1B) and υ (1C) parameters for the RD model (while the other
parameter is kept constant). When kij increases, the model predicts a behaviour similar to
the Diff model in 1A), with fastest propagation amongst region and concentration trajectories
that balance over time. In Figure 1C) we note how accumulation reaches a plateau once the
maximal concentration threshold parameter υ is hit. Figure 1D)-F) show protein trajectories
predicted by the ACP model with varying parameters. At increasing kij again correspond fastest
propagation amongst regions (1D), while when varying the l1 and l2 parameters, the trajectories
display an increasingly sigmoidal shape (1E). Finally, when the parameters γ and η increase,
the concentrations saturate, triggering propagation, and reach a plateau, later in the progression
(1F).

2.3 Inference

Solving the GPPM–DS system of equations (2)-(3) requires inference of the kinetic parameters θ,
the group–wise dynamics f , and, for each subject s, of the parameters of the individual random
effects φs and of the time–shift parameters ds. We first define F s as the realization of f at times
ts, and Ḟ

s
as the set of realizations of f and of its derivatives at (generally different) times us.

To ease the notation, we assume both f and its derivatives to have realizations on the same
time–points ts, but computation extends easily to more complex scenarios. We also indicate by
F , ν, Ḟ , d and φ the collections of F s, νs, Ḟ

s
, ds and φs for all the subjects (s = 1, ..., S).

Following [32, 40], we describe the constrained regression problem in a Bayesian setting and
solve the inference problem for θ and F by determining a lower bound for the marginal

p(Y,H |φ,d, t, ε, ζ) =

∫
p(Y|F ,φ,d, t, ε)p(H |Ḟ ,θ,d, t, ζ)

p(F , Ḟ |φ,d, t)p(θ)dF dḞ dθ,

(10)

where
p(F , Ḟ |φ,d, t)dF = p(Ḟ |F )p(F |φ,d, t). (11)

Analogously to [32], we assume the two likelihood terms (the data fidelity term p(Y|F ,φ, , t,d, ε)
and the constraint term p(H |Ḟ ,θ, t,d, ζ)) to be respectively Gaussian and Student–t with
respective variance and scale parameters ε and ζ.

Due to the general intractable form of (10), we approximate the GP F via random features
(RF) expansion [41]. Specifically, a GP with radial basis function covariance can be expressed
as F ≈ h(tΩ)W, where Ω is a linear projection of the input t into the RF space specified by
trigonometric activation functions h(·) = (cos(·), sin(·)), and W are the regression parameters
[40]. Such approximation extends to the derivatives of the GP thanks to the chain rule [32]. As
a result, both GP realization and its derivatives can be identified by the same parameters W
and Ω.
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Fig. 1: Examples of Diff, RD and ACP models with varying key parameters on a toy data set
of N = 3 synthetic brain regions. A) Diff model with varying rates of propagation kij .
For each biomarker, kij is a random realisation from a Gaussian centered in (from left
to right): 0.05, 0.5 and 1. B) RD model with varying rates of propagation kij . For
each biomarker, kij is a random realisation from a Gaussian centered in (from left to
right): 0.05, 0.5 and 1. The threshold parameter υ is set at 1. C) RD model with
varying threshold parameter υ. For each biomarker, υ is a random realisation from a
Gaussian centered in (from left to right): 0.5, 1 and 3. The kij parameters are set at
0.5. D) ACP model with varying rates of propagation kij . For each biomarker, kij is
a random realisation from a Gaussian centered in (from left to right): 0.05, 0.5 and 1.
The threshold parameters γ and η ares set at 0.6 and 0.9 respectively. The sigmoid
parameters l1 and l2 are set at 3. E) ACP model with varying sigmoid parameters l1
and l2. For each biomarker, l1 and l2 are a random realisation from a Gaussian centered
in (from left to right): (0.5, 0.5), (3, 3) and (5, 5). The kij parameters are set at 0.5.
The threshold parameters γ and η are set at (0.6, 0.9). F) ACP model with varying
threshold parameters γ and η. For each biomarker, γ and η are a random realisation
from a Gaussian centered in (from left to right): (0.1, 0.3), (0.6, 0.9) and (2, 3). The kij
parameters are set at 0.5. The sigmoid parameters l1 and l2 are set at 3.
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The RF approximation allows to replace inference on F with inference on W and Ω. Fol-
lowing [40], we optimize (10) through variational inference of W and θ, and assume Ω to be
sampled from the prior with fixed randomness. This leads to the optimization of the following
lower bound of the log–marginal (or evidence lower bound, ELBO):

log(p(Y,H |φ,d, t,ε, ζ)) ≥
Eq(W) [log(p(Y|Ω,W, φ,d, t, ε))]

+ Eq(W)q(θ) [log(p(H |Ω,W,θ,d, t, ζ))]

−DKL(q(W)|p(W))−DKL(q(θ)|p(θ)).

(12)

Here, we perform variational inference on the kinetic parameters θ and group–wise dynamics F
(and so W), while finding a maximum likelihood estimate of time shift parameters d and of the
individual random effects φ. The DKL(q|p) term represents the Kullback Leibler divergence
between the prior p and the variational approximation q, and we assume q(W) and q(θ) to be
Gaussians N (µθ, σθ) and N (µW, σW). In this way the last two terms of equation (12) have
closed forms [40]. Thanks to separability and analytical forms of likelihood and DKL terms,
the ELBO (12) can be optimized through stochastic gradient descent via backpropagation and
mini–batch [36]. Full optimization is performed with stochastic gradient descent with adaptive
moment estimation (Adam) [42], through the alternate optimization of

i) the approximated posterior over W, GP parameters and random effects: q(W), ε and φ;

ii) the individual time–shifts parameters d;

iii) the approximated posterior over the kinetic parameters and likelihood parameters of the
constraints: q(θ) and ζ.

2.4 Sparsity on the kinetic parameters

A well–known limitation of fitting non–linear DS concerns the identifiability of the associated
kinetic parameters θ. Here, inspired by previous work on dropout and variational dropout
[36, 37, 38], we impose parsimonious representations of the model kinetic parameters through
sparsity constraints (sparse GPPM–DS). As we will see, sparse GPPM–DS sets to zero the
kinetic parameters which are associated with high estimated variance - parameters which can
be considered un–identifiable, given the observed data.

It has been shown [36] that a way to impose sparsity on Bayesian neural networks (i.e.
regularize their weights w) is to use the so–called local reparametrization trick: re–parametrize
the Gaussian approximation q(w) ∼ N (µw, σw) of the weights of the approximated posterior
p(w) as q̃(w) ∼ N (µw, αµ

2
w), where α is the dropout rate. The authors in [37] proposed a form

for the prior on w consistent with the optimization of the ELBO associated with new q̃: the
log–scale uniform function p(|w|) ∝ 1

|w| . In our case, we are interested in imposing sparsity
constraints on the kinetic parameters θ. For this reason, we apply the local re–parametrization
trick to the Gaussian approximation of the posterior distribution of the kinetic parameters
q(θ) ∼ N (µθ, σθ), obtaining q̃(θ) ∼ N (µθ, αµ

2
θ). This modification promotes sparsity, as large

values of θi correspond to large uncertainty expressed by the variance term αµ2θi , indicating that
the associated kinetic parameter θi can be set to zero. In what follows, when using sparse GPPM–
DS, the associated DKL(q̃(θ)|p(θ)) is computed according to the numerical approximation as
described in [37].

2.5 Simulation Results

We tested GPPM–DS in both sparse and full versions on a variety of synthetic data sets
and compared its performances in recovering kinetic parameters, simulated evolution and time
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reparametrization parameters, for each of the three proposed DS, as compared to standard DPM.
As reference DPM, we implement a GPPM based on monotonic constraints (GPPM–mono) [27]:
it is, as the model proposed in this work, a Gaussian process–based random effect modelling of
longitudinal progressions, and simply assumes a steady temporal evolution of biomarkers from
normal to pathological values, enforcing the biomarker trajectories to follow a monotonic be-
haviour. GPPM–mono provides us with a ”null progression” hypothesis, in which no propagation
parameters are accounted for, while regions are simply assumed to steadily evolve from normal
to pathological values. Specifically (full details can be found in the Supplementary Material,
section S1):

1. we generated ground truth data using each of the proposed DS and then attempt recon-
struction using every GPPM–DS, demonstrating, in terms of both RMSE and ELBO,
that the candidate model is generally optimal when it corresponds to the ground truth DS
(Supplementary section S1.1).

2. We tested the variational dropout scheme for identifying zero–valued kinetic parameters
and demonstrate that the sparse model has good accuracy in identifying such parameters
(Supplementary section S1.2).

3. We analyzed the performance of the sparse models in predicting unseen data as compared
to the full models, demonstrating that they perform similarly in terms of RMSE while
requiring only a fraction of parameters (Supplementary section S1.3).

Moreover, in order to probe whether the mechanistic inference is truly driven by biological
dynamics, we performed a set of simulations in which the ground truth data, generated using
one of the propagation models, have been shuffled 100 times, thus obtaining 100 data sets with
no biological signal (Supplementary section S1.5). Then, we reconstructed with every GPPM–
DS and showed that, in terms of ELBO, the three models best reconstruct the data roughly
the same number of times. These results show that under the null hypothesis of no biological
signal underlying the spatial data, the models are roughly equivalent from the point of view of
Bayesian model comparison.

3 Results

GPPM–DS relies on the gradient-matching approach presented in [32] that overcomes the is-
sue of using costly numerical integration procedures for inferring ODE parameters [33], thus
allowing scalable inference of protein progression jointly with associated kinetic parameters.
The proposed framework is formulated as a constrained regression problem in a Bayesian non–
parametric setting, where the protein progression is modeled as a Gaussian process (GP), while
bio–mechanical processes are defined as constraints on the protein dynamics through DS ex-
pressed by ODE. The Bayesian setting allows for uncertainty quantification of the protein dy-
namics while, to achieve tractability, the inference problem is solved via stochastic variational
inference. The framework also provides a principled theory for model comparison via assessment
of model evidence: here we investigate use of the evidence lower bound (ELBO) as a surrogate
for model comparison. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of our framework.

We propose GPPM–DS by comparing three different DS of amyloid protein dynamics in AD.
We investigate a purely diffusive model of constant propagation (Diff), based on the preliminary
work of [16]; a reaction-diffusion model (RD), where aggregation and propagation of proteins
are simultaneous, constant and opposite, and the total process eventually reaches a plateau, to
reproduce the DS proposed by [21]; a non–linear accumulation clearance and propagation model
(ACP) [34], where propagation is triggered when aggregation reaches saturation, and then both
aggregation and propagation reach a plateau. For each DS, GPPM–DS provides a complete de-
scription of the protein dynamics, which can be subsequently used for simulating and predicting
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Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the proposed GPPM–DS framework. Regional protein con-
centrations f i and f j are collected for k subjects over a short term time span t, encoded

in a measurement array Yk(t) (A). The dynamics of such concentrations are described in
terms of a functionalHθ, with unknown parameters θ, encoded in a dynamical system for
the vector of concentrations f (B). The proposed framework estimates such parameters
encoding the strength of propagation (D) and the long term protein concentrations with
respect to the estimated long term time axis (C).

proteins changes over time through forward integration. To address the ill–posed nature of the
identification of the DS parameters [35], we further leverage on variational dropout techniques
[36, 37, 38] for imposing parsimonious representations of the model parameters through sparsity
constraints (sparse GPPM–DS).

We show first that GPPM–ACP model outperforms the others in terms of ELBO and predic-
tive accuracy of amyloid deposition in unseen follow–up data. This is confirmed by the analysis
of the null scenario case where the model is optimised with respect to the sole monotonic con-
straint of the trajectories (GPPM–mono) [27]. Full results on GPPM–mono are shown in the
Supplementary Material, Figures S5 and S9. We then show that GPPM–ACP model allows
bio-mechanical interpretation of amyloid dynamics in AD, while providing plausible description
of the pathological evolution.

3.1 Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

We analyzed AV45–PET brain imaging data of 770 subjects from ADNI, with a total of 1477
longitudinal data points. The neuronal connections along which protein propagation occurs
is approximated by estimating the average structural connectomes from 24 young and healthy
volunteers of the HCP data set. In this case, the substrate for protein propagation is assumed
to be unaffected by the pathology.

HCP data: Data used in the preparation of this work were obtained from the MGH-USC
Human Connectome Project database. We collected 3D T1w and DTI of 24 age and gender–
matched subjects. Details on the selected subjects and the pipeline for structural connectome
generation are described in [19]. We averaged the 24 connectomes and obtained an average
young, healthy connectome on 82 FreeSurfer regions [43]. For computational reasons, and in
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order to remove weak connections, we averaged left and right hemispheres (remaining with 41
regions) and we set to 0 all the weights below the estimated average weights across nodes, and
to 1 the weight above.

Group CN- CN+ MCI Dementia

N (female) 173(87) 133(76) 307(124) 157(65)
age (std) 73.2(6.5) 75.3(6.4) 73.0(7.3) 74.6(8.1)
years education (std) 16.7(2.7) 16.3(2.5) 16.2(2.8) 15.8(2.6)
APOE4+ (% positive) 26(15%) 56(42%) 190(62%) 105(67%)
ADAS13 (std) 8.6(4.3) 9.2(4.3) 16.2(6.8) 28.8(9.2)
FAQ (std) 0.3(1.3) 0.3(0.8) 3.1(3.8) 11.8(7.4)
MMSE(std) 29.0(1.2) 29.0(1.2) 27.9(1.8) 23.8(2.5)
RAVLT learning (std) 6.2(2.1) 5.7(2.5) 4.4(2.6) 2.0(1.8)

Tab. 1: Socio demographic and clinical information for the ADNI study cohort at baseline (770
subjects). ADAS13: Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale-cognitive subscale, 13 items;
FAQ: Functional Assessment Questionnaire; MMSE: Mini-Mental State Exam; RAVLT
learning: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, learning item.

ADNI data: The ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public-private partnership, led by Princi-
pal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. The primary goal of ADNI has been to test whether
serial Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Positron Emission Tomography (PET), other bio-
logical markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the
progression of MCI and early AD. For up-to-date information, see www.adni-info.org.

We collected clinical, demographic and AV45-PET SUVr data from the adnimerge package
(adni.bitbucket.io [44]) for subjects with diagnosis label ”Dementia”, Mild Cognitive Impair-
ment” (MCI) or ”Cognitively Normal” (CN). As we are interested in modeling amyloid evolution
in well phenotyped Alzheimer’s trajectories, we selected, among the MCI or Dementia subjects,
only the one effectively displaying amyloid accumulation. On the other hand, we selected the
whole cohort of CN (both amyloid positive: CN+ and amyloid negative: CN-), in order to
maximize the time–span of the data. The threshold for amyloid positivity was established at
amyloid level in the cerebrospinal fluid < 192 ng/l [45]. The information was extracted from
the adnimerge R package (MEDIAN field of the upennbiomkmaster table). ADNI AV45-PET
SUVr data are already computed on a brain anatomical parcellation estimated with the software
Freesurfer [43], and normalized against cerebellar uptake. For each region we discarded white
matter, ventricular and cerebellar regions, remaining with 82 regions, and averaged the SUVr
of each region from both hemispheres, remaining with 41 regions. Demographic and clinical
details are shown in Table 1. Finally we split the data set in two parts. A training data set
D1 was defined by including all the longitudinal data for each subject up to the second-to-last
time points. The remaining time–points were included in a testing data set D2. Subjects with
one measurement only were included in D1. The resulting data set D1 includes 984 longitudi-
nal measures; D2 contains 493 cross-sectional measures. We run the models on D1, estimating
protein dynamics, GP parameters and individual time–shifts, and used D2 to validate model
predictions.

3.2 GPPM–DS for modeling amyloid deposition in Alzheimer’s disease

The proposed GPPM–DS framework can be effectively used to compare different hypotheses
of protein kinetics. We analyze AV45–PET data with three different kinetic models, whose
mathematical description can be found in the Method Section 4.2: Diff model of equation
(4), RD model of equation (5) and ACP of equation (6). We use the ELBO as surrogate for
model comparison (as for synthetic data, see Supp. Mat.): we compared the ELBO while
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training of D1, and the RMSE for prediction on the unseen data (D2). We computed the
RMSE for each individual prediction (averaging over the biomarkers), and bootstrapped over
the kinetic parameters 100 times, obtaining RMSE distributions. Individual predictions on D2

are performed by forward integration of the associated dynamical system with the estimated
kinetic parameters, from given initial conditions (the individual baseline values) for the sparse
model (i.e. having removed the kinetic parameters with dropout threshold of p < 0.65, see
synthetic data results, Supp. Mat.).

GPPM–ACP model has best performances according to both ELBO and predictive accuracy
on follow-up data (Table 2). The GPPM–Diff model produces the worst RMSE for prediction,
which may be due to the unrealistic patterns of indefinite accumulation that the underlying
dynamical system allows for. Table 2 also reports RMSE for prediction for each disease status.
Results are consistent across diagnosis for GPPM–ACP and GPPM–RD, while for GPPM–Diff
predictions deteriorate sensibly for MCI and AD subjects.

The last line of Table 2 reports results for the null model (GPPM–mono), which produces the
worst ELBO. Moreover, by not estimating any dynamical system, it does not provide individual
predictions on D2 via forward integration, and so the RMSE on prediction is not provided.

Model
RMSE on prediction negative

ELBOCN- CN+ MCI AD average

GPPM–Diff
0.38

(0.20)
0.42

(0.20)
0.43

(0.22)
0.44

(0.23)
0.42

(0.22)
-10122

GPPM–RD
0.16

(0.10)
0.17

(0.10)
0.17

(0.11)
0.17

(0.11)
0.17

(0.11)
-11002

GPPM–ACP
0.13

(0.09)
0.13

(0.09)
0.13

(0.10)
0.13

(0.10)
0.13

(0.10)
-11874

GPPM–mono – – – – – -9975

Tab. 2: RMSE mean (and std) for individual prediction on unseen data set D2 and ELBO of the
models while training on D1. Units for the RMSE is normalised AV45-PET UPTAKE.

Figure 3 shows long term trajectories estimated with the three models on three sample re-
gions of interest, precuneus, supramarginal and lingual, over the estimated long term time axis
(roughly 25 years). The three regions of interest were selected to be representative of, respec-
tively, early, intermediate and late disease progression (times in which regions reach abnormality
are shown in Figure 5). We note that while the estimated long term trajectories may appear
similar across DS, the underlying dynamic properties are different by construction. Figure 3
also shows individual measurements, colored according to the diagnosis and shifted according
to the estimated time reparametrization parameters. These parameters are similar across DS,
and produce similar diagnostic separation (Supp. Fig. S9). The long term trajectories of the
whole set of regions are in Supp. Figures S6, S7 and S8 (S5 for the GPPM–mono model). We
note that most regions show an initial plateau at 10 years, and only few are still accumulating
amyloid in the time-span estimated by the models. Plots of the RMSE distributions for the
individual predictions of the GPPM–DS models across biomarkers are in Supp. Figures S10,
S11 and S12.

3.3 GPPM–ACP: kinetic parameters and propagation pathways

For each region i, the GPPM–ACP model estimates saturation (γi) and plateau (ηi) thresholds
with associated variability (equation (7, Method Section 4.2). The associated times to reach
saturation and plateau can be computed as tγi such that fi(tγi) = γi, and tηi such that fi(tηi) =
ηi.

Figure 4A) shows GP functions along with the estimated γi and ηi for three brain regions
(precuneus, supramarginal and lingual). The estimated times tγi and tηi vary across regions and
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Fig. 3: Modeling amyloid deposition in Alzheimer’s disease. Long term trajectories and individ-
ual short term measurements estimated with the three GPPM–DS models on three sample
regions of interest: precuneus, supramarginal and lingual, selected to be representative
of early, intermediate and late progression. Specifically: in A) results for GPPM–Diff of
equation (4); B) results for GPPM–RD of equation (5); C) results for GPPM–ACP of
equation (6). The black solid line represents the average trajectory, while the red dashed
ones ± 3 standard deviations. In blue CN- subjects, in orange CN+ subjects, in green
MCI subjects and in red AD subject.
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Fig. 4: Kinetic parameters and propagation pathway. A) Long term trajectories estimated by
GPPM-ACP; mean saturation threshold parameters (horizontal dashed lines); mean
plateau threshold parameters (horizontal dotted lines) and corresponding distributions
on the y–axis; for 3 regions of interest: precuneus (in blue), supramarginal (in orange)
and lingual (in green). B) Estimated time–dependent propagation parameters to/from
the 3 regions of interest along the associated anatomical connections, sampled at 3 times
(corresponding to the red/purple/light blue vertical bars shown in A). The colors of the
edges of the connectome are proportional to the values of the estimated kinetic parame-
ters kijACP

, which is the region–wise time–dependent propagation parameters describing
amyloid propagation among connected regions. Glass brain images obtained with Nilearn
[65] (available at https://nilearn.github.io/). C) Estimated time–dependent prop-
agation parameters to/from the 3 regions of interest overlaid on the binary adjacency
matrix of the connectome, sampled at 3 times (corresponding to the red/purple/light
blue vertical bars shown in A). The adjacency matrix shows black/gray entries for miss-
ing/present connections amongst regions. The colors of the entries (i, j) describing con-
nections to/from the three regions of interest are proportional to the values of kijACP

.
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reflect the respective role in the process of amyloid deposition in AD. For instance, we note how
the precuneus region saturates quite early, triggering propagation to connected regions. This
result is compatible with previous findings in histo–pathological and imaging studies of amy-
loid deposition in AD [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. The GPPM–ACP model also estimates kijACP

,
the region–wise time–dependent propagation parameters describing amyloid propagation among
connected regions - see equation (7), Method Section 4.2. With reference to the red/purple/light
blue vertical bars in Figure 4A), Figure 4B) shows the connectomes where the edges’ colors are
proportional to the values of the estimated kinetic parameters. The three regions of interest are
highlighted, and we can observe that each region’s propagation is triggered when the region sat-
urates, gets stronger while propagation is ongoing, and finally reaches a plateau for the regions
that reach a plateau. Figure 4C) shows the same results as in Figure 4B), but the connectome is
visualised as an adjacency matrix, where gray/black cells correspond to present/missing connec-
tions amongst regions, while colors for the lingual, precuneus and supramarginal connections are
proportional to the values of the estimated kinetic parameters. An animated version of Figure
4 is available as Supp. data.

3.4 GPPM–ACP: saturation thresholds as a proxy of time-to-abnormality

The estimated kinetic parameters can be interpreted in term of disease progression, for example
in terms of ordering in which regions become abnormal. Figure 5A) shows the regional ordering
induced by the time to reach abnormality, measured as the time at which maximal separation
between CN- and AD subjects was measured for that region. Figure 5B) shows the regional
ordering induced by the estimated time to reach saturation tγi . The two orderings share a
pattern compatible with previous findings in amyloid deposition, reporting frontal and parietal
areas as the first regions involved in amyloid deposition [52, 53]. This result highlights that
the regions that first reaches saturation and start propagation are also the first one to show
abnormality. The last involved regions are the subcortical ones, such as the thalamus [54].

Fig. 5: Saturation thresholds as a proxy of time-to-abnormality. A) Regional ordering, accord-
ing to the time to reach abnormality, measured as the time at which maximal separation
between CN- and AD subjects was measured for each region, with associated variabil-
ity. B) Regional ordering, according to the time to reach saturation tγi and associated
variability - see equation (7), Method Section 4.2. In both panels, the 3 regions of in-
terest - precuneus, supramarginal and lingual, are highlighted in blue, orange and green,
respectively.
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Fig. 6: Personalisation of protein dynamics. For each subject, the DS structure of GPPM–ACP
allows to integrate the dynamics over time given an initial condition (the individual
baseline measurements), thus obtaining a vector field governing forward and backward
evolution in time associated with the individuals. A) Streamlines for the estimated amy-
loid deposition dynamics of precuneus and lingual regions for a sample healthy individual
converted to MCI at 8 years from baseline, and subsequently to AD at 10 years. Black
lines: predicted dynamics. Red dashed lines: associated variability. Colored dots: 4 ob-
served time–points at 4, 6, 8, 10 years. Star shaped point: unseen follow–up at 11 years;
B) Predicted cumulative amyloid deposition for the time-points highlighted in A). Brain
images obtained with BrainPainter [55] (available at brainpainter.csail.mit.edu/).

3.5 GPPM–ACP: personalisation of protein dynamics

For each subject, the DS structure of GPPM–ACP allows to integrate the dynamics over time
given an initial condition (the individual baseline measurements) thus obtaining a vector field
governing forward and backward evolution in time associated with the individuals. Figure
6A) shows the estimated vector field for the dynamics associated with two regions of interest:
precuneus and lingual. The field was obtained by integrating the associated ACP dynamical
system while setting the other biomarkers constant to their mean values. We can appreciate
the non–linear dynamics of the ACP model. Given the baseline values, we follow the predicted
dynamics over time associated with the variability on the kinetic parameters. By plotting the
subject’s follow-up data of the testing data set D2, we note that the model can reliably predict
the unseen point. Specifics on the selected subject can be found in Supp. Table S10. Figure 6B)
shows the predicted cumulative amyloid deposition in the whole brain. An animated version of
Figure 6 is available as Supp. data.

4 Discussion

We presented a framework for spatio–temporal modeling of protein dynamics over brain networks
from short term imaging data, which enables the investigation of bio–mechanical hypotheses gov-
erning disease progression via Bayesian model comparison. The framework leverages on Bayesian
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non–parametric regression techniques, and is coupled with a variational inference approach for
scalable inference, in this way providing uncertainty quantification of the kinetic parameters
governing protein dynamics and of the long term ND progression. Constraints on the protein
dynamics are enforced via DS, naturally allowing prediction of protein changes over time, and
so ultimately enabling realistic personalized simulation of pathological evolution.

When applied to AV45-PET brain imaging data, our framework provides new insights on
the mechanisms of amyloid deposition in AD, indicating the ACP model as the most accurate
dynamical system for bio–mechanical interpretation of amyloid dynamics. The model provides
plausible simulations of protein propagation, and achieves accurate predictions of individual
protein deposition in unseen data.

Our results further indicate that fundamentally different propagation mechanisms can be
associated with similar progression patterns. This is a natural consequence of the ill-posed nature
of the modeling problem tackled in this work. For this reason, the diagnostic separation along the
disease progression axis is mildly affected from the choice of the underlying mechanistic process.
This is confirmed by the analysis of the limit case where the model is optimized with respect to
the sole monotonic constraint of the trajectories (GPPM–mono). Although not associated with
any specific mechanistic hypothesis, the diagnostic separation obtained with this simple model
is still very similar.

As implemented in our framework, Bayesian model comparison through the inspection of the
ELBO accounts for model complexity. Indeed, highly parameterized models are automatically
penalised by the Kullback-Leibler divergence term, which scales with the number of parame-
ters. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the lower bound is a surrogate of the model
evidence. To further mitigate the ill–posedness nature of the modelling problem, we also intro-
duced a sparsity constraint through variational dropout, which we have shown to enhance model
parsimony by considerably reducing the number of effective parameters. For all these reasons,
our theoretical setup provided us with formal and practical guarantees against overfit. As a
demonstration of this aspect, we also showed that the ELBO is associated with out of sample
predictive accuracy.

We observe that, while we have implemented mechanistic models attempting to explain
amyloid spread in humans based on common and ackowledged hypotheses [1, 2], alternative
hypotheses have been presented [63], describing the distribution of amyloid in Alzheimer’s disease
as the result of heterogeneous regional carrying capacities.

We note that a limitation in the use of DS concerns the identifiability of the kinetic param-
eters, whose analysis typically requires symbolic computation [64] and can become prohibitive
as the system size and non–linearity increase. In particular, while for linear dynamical systems
there are well–established frameworks for establishing either structural, local, or data–driven
identifiability, relying on either the power series method [66] or the Laplace transform [67],
proof of identifiability for general non–linear dynamical systems is still missing [35]. A number
of methods has been proposed in recent years [68, 69], for analyzing identifiability of sub–classes
of non–linear dynamical systems: to our knowledge however, no method can deal with non–
linear system with time–varying parameters, which is, for instance, the case of the ACP model.
Further, the proposed framework uniquely combines the DS with a disease progression models
for estimating long term protein trajectories from short term data. This adds a second layer of
parameters for which identifiability analysis is required: the individual time parameters and the
parameters for the protein trajectories fit. Although we do not provide here formal investiga-
tion of identifiability of the GPPM–DS framework, the proposed Bayesian framework naturally
allows for uncertainty quantification on the model parameters. Also, we leverage on varia-
tional dropout techniques [36, 37, 38] for imposing parsimonious representations of the model
parameters through sparsity constraints by means of the sparse GPPM–DS. From a biological
perspective, imposing sparsity on the kinetic parameters implies retaining only the brain con-
nections along which protein propagation is strong. Since brain networks have ”small–world“
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organization, segregation and integration are balanced in such a way that connections are some-
how redundant - in this way, by retaining only connections along which propagation is strong,
we may be discarding weak paths while the flow of propagation could still able to reach the
other regions.

We assume here propagation to take place along the structural connectome [17, 18, 56, 57, 58].
Anatomical connectivity networks are a natural choice for propagation models as they estimate
physical connections between brain regions, rather than the correlations estimated in functional
[59] and gray matter structural covariance networks [60]. To estimate the structural connectomes
we rely on tractography, which is prone to false positive and negative connections [61, 62]. Nev-
ertheless, here we take an average connectome over multiple young and healthy subjects, which
we believe can provide an accurate anatomical reference, although not accounting for the effects
of the disease on the connectome itself [19]. Future models could approximate connectivity im-
pairment arising from white matter damage commensurate with amyloid deposition. Further,
limitations of current diffusion MRI tractography techniques makes it impossible to consider
non symmetrical connectivity matrices, and as a consequence anterograde or retrograde protein
propagation processes, which could potentially present different dynamics. Nonetheless, one
major advantage of our framework is that it naturally allows the use of different or complemen-
tary networks that provide directionality, as fMRI or EEG, by introducing a non–symmetrical
graph adjacency matrix A and a non–symmetrical propagation matrix. Kθ. The caveat is that
this would increase the total number of parameters to be estimated by the model. Finally, we
note that the chosen ADNI dataset is suboptimal for longitudinal amyloid data analysis, as
longitudinal amyloid measurement is more stable when using a white matter reference region
[70, 71, 72] and using a longitudinal pipeline [73]. Similarly, the chosen dataset precludes an
investigation as to how resolution (i.e. number of ROIs)/atlas affects model fitting.

The ideas we propose here may apply to a much larger range of neurological diseases with
proteinopathies and alternative models of propagation. The proposed framework will be used
in the future to investigate a model of the natural history of AD, integrating a comprehensive
panel of biomarkers: imaging, cognitive, genetic and demographic data. To this end, we aim at
developing DS jointly accounting for biomarkers of protein dynamics (including AV1451–PET for
Tau accumulation in AD), hypometabolism and atrophy [74]. This extension would require the
definition of appropriate mechanistic constraints within- and across- different protein spreading
processes. Of course, the experimental validation of this extension requires the availability of
sufficient longitudinal samples. Also, the GPPM framework rests on the assumption of consistent
regional propagation across individuals, which is the case for amyloid protein [51], while tau as
well as MRI-derived atrophy patterns are far more heterogeneous [75, 76]. Future work could be
devoted to study protein kinetics on more homogeneous subgroups or to explore the variability
among different subgroups.

Finally, the application of the model in clinical trials, although of certain interest, falls beyond
the scope of the current study. A future validation of this framework with clinical partners is
currently under study.

GPPM–DS availability

GPPM–DS source code will be available upon acceptance. Data used in the preparation of this
work are from ADNI. ADNI is a public-private partnership. All ADNI data are shared without
embargo through the LONI Image and Data Archive (https://ida.loni.usc.edu/login.jsp) a se-
cure research data repository. Interested scientists may obtain access to ADNI imaging, clinical,
genomic, and biomarker data for the purposes of scientific investigation, teaching, or planning
clinical research studies. Access is contingent on adherence to the ADNI Data Use Agree-
ment. For up-to-date information please see http://adni.loni.usc.edu/wp-content/uploads/how-
to-apply/ADNI-DSP-Policy.pdf.
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